Relative priming of temporal local–global levels in auditory hierarchical stimuli
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Priming is a useful tool for ascertaining the circumstances under which previous experiences influence behavior. Previously, using hierarchical stimuli, we demonstrated (Justus & List, 2005) that selectively attending to one temporal scale of an auditory stimulus improved subsequent attention to a repeated (vs. changed) temporal scale; that is, we demonstrated intertrial auditory temporal level priming. Here, we have extended those results to address whether level priming relied on absolute or relative temporal information. Both relative and absolute temporal information are important in auditory perception: Speech and music can be recognized over various temporal scales but become uninterpretable to a listener when presented too quickly or slowly. We first confirmed that temporal level priming generalized over new temporal scales. Second, in the context of multiple temporal scales, we found that temporal level priming operates predominantly on the basis of relative, rather than absolute, temporal information. These findings are discussed in the context of expectancies and relational invariance in audition.

Prior experiences can influence present behavior in many ways. Here, we focus on priming—that is, changes in behavior based on repeated relative to novel experiences. Frequently, the repetition of an experience leads to improvements in behavior, although in certain cases, repetition can impair behavior (e.g., negative priming; Tipper, 1985). Priming between the initial and repeated experience may be observed across a broad range of temporal delays: on the order of seconds (e.g., on a trial-by-trial basis), hours, days, or months (e.g., within or across testing sessions). Note that any change in behavior related to the repetition or novelty of a situation indicates an influence of previous events. For this reason, priming is a powerful experimental tool for understanding what experiences or aspects of those experiences are important in determining behavior over time.

In the present study, we examined how the current processing of an auditory stimulus is influenced by the processing of the immediately preceding auditory stimulus (i.e., auditory priming). To situate the present study, we first describe some of the rich literature on how preceding experiences influence current auditory processing. The most straightforward example of prior influence on current processing is repetition, or sensory, priming: When perceivers are presented with one stimulus, performance is enhanced for the same ensuing stimulus. One illustrative example from audition comes from Ward (1997), who showed that presenting two tones in succession of the same (vs. different) frequency improved performance on an orthogonal intensity judgment task (see also, e.g., the uninformative cue conditions in Green & McKeown, 2001).

There are also more sophisticated forms of auditory priming beyond those found with stimulus repetition. For example, Bharucha and Stoeckig (1986) demonstrated priming between two harmonically related vs. unrelated chords: Performance was better for harmonically related chords. This priming advantage was not reliant on repetition priming, as was demonstrated by its persistence even when any overlap in frequency spectra was removed from the chord pairs (Bharucha & Stoeckig, 1987). Tekman and Bharucha (1998) demonstrated a compelling extension of this finding: Priming was stronger between chords with a close harmonic relation, even when the more distant harmonic relation contained greater overlap in frequency spectra. The last example reveals that repetition priming can be overcome by other forms of priming.

Bigand and colleagues further elaborated on the priming paradigm by demonstrating harmonic priming using a temporally extended frequency context; that is, within...
a trial, several events set up a tonal context that affected the processing of the final event (e.g., Bigand & Pineau, 1997; Bigand, Poulin, Tillmann, Madurell, & D’Adamo, 2003; Johnston & Jones, 2006; Marmel, Tillmann, & Dowling, 2008; Tillmann, Bigand, & Pineau, 1998; Tillmann & Lebrun-Guillaud, 2006). Namely, judgments of, for example, completion, timbre, or mistuning were improved if the final event was harmonically related to the preceding context relative to when it was not. Together, these examples of priming effects illustrate that lifelong experiences with tonal schemata induce listeners to create expectations for temporally proximal auditory events to be harmonically related.

The creation of expectations by a temporally extended context need not rely on tonal schemata, however. Other demonstrations exist using, for example, good continuation of pitch (i.e., each successive tone is higher or lower). For example, Johnston and Jones (2006, Experiment 1) presented listeners with a series of isochronous tones either continually rising or falling in pitch. The listeners judged final tones to be deviating toward the implied pitch trajectory, indicating that a biasing expectation was created from the ascending or descending pitch context. The combined frequency and temporal regularities thereby altered ensuing auditory processing, suggesting that experience with immediate, as well as lifelong, regularities (described above) produce expectations in the perceiver (see also Crum & Hafter, 2008, for another approach).

Temporal regularities alone have also been shown to produce expectations in listeners. A number of studies have shown that frequency-based judgments were improved for temporally expected events (e.g., Boltz, 1998; Dowling, Bartlett, Halpern, & Andrews, 2008; Dowling, Lung, & Herrbold, 1987; Jones, Johnston, & Puente, 2006; Jones, Moynihan, MacKenzie, & Puente, 2002; Kidd, Boltz, & Jones, 1984; Schmuckler & Boltz, 1994; Tillmann & Lebrun-Guillaud, 2006). For example, Dowling et al. (1987, Experiment 6) showed that participants were better able to discriminate melodies when the critical tones were presented on (vs. off) the beat. Complementary research from Tillmann and Lebrun-Guillaud (2006) showed that participants were better able to make timbre judgments when chords were presented at an expected point in time. Jones et al. (2002) demonstrated that pitch judgments were improved when tones were rhythmically expected versus unexpected. In addition, other investigations have revealed that temporal regularities influenced the perceived temporal characteristics of an event (e.g., Barnes & Jones, 2000; Deutsch, 1986; Drake & Botte, 1993; Jones & Boltz, 1989; Jones & McAuley, 2005; Large & Jones, 1999; McAuley & Miller, 2007; Repp, 2002; Yee, Holleran, & Jones, 1994). Large and Jones required listeners to detect time changes in regular versus irregular temporal contexts and found that listeners’ performance was better after exposure to regular contexts. Taking another approach, McAuley and Miller asked participants to perform temporal interval comparisons in one of two tempo contexts: The session tempo mean was either fast or slow. They found that the participants’ temporal judgment errors deviated toward the session mean, indicating that the temporal context exerted an influence over temporal interval estimation. Together, these results, along with other converging evidence, indicate that temporal regularities in the environment can induce both frequency and temporal expectancies in the listener.

In the present study, we examined yet another form of past influence on current auditory processing. Here, we examined how attending to one aspect of a stimulus influences attention to subsequent stimuli. Although a subtle issue, it is important to differentiate the perception of an event from selectively attending to only one part or one aspect of an event. In some of the research described above, the investigations were focused on how perception was influenced by prior experience. However, in the present study, we examined how selectively attending to a certain temporal scale within a stimulus is influenced by the prior scale of attention. Our interest is also subtly but critically different from an environmental entrainment of attention, as in dynamic attending theory, proposed by Jones and colleagues (e.g., Drake, Jones, & Baruch, 2000; Jones, 1976; Jones & Boltz, 1989; Large & Jones, 1999). Dynamic attending theory posits that attention becomes synchronized (in phase and period) with temporal regularities in the environment. This periodic attending results in expectancies for future events at particular points in time. We hypothesized that, just as the environment (e.g., rhythm, tempo) might entrain a listener’s attention and thereby create expectations at particular points in time, selecting a relevant scale of auditory information would induce a listener to select the same scale of auditory information during a subsequent event. In order to test this hypothesis, we used a task and stimuli that required listeners to selectively attend to certain aspects of the auditory information presented to them and we measured how this selection influenced subsequent selection.

Specifically, we previously developed an empirical approach to address how, in the presence of multiple temporal scales, listeners’ selection of one auditory temporal scale influenced their subsequent selection of auditory information (Justus & List, 2005). We used experimental designs based on well-known visual studies that employed stimuli whose information was hierarchically structured. In the same way that a visual local pattern is repeated over space to produce a global pattern (Figure 1A; Navon, 1977), we designed auditory stimuli in which a local pattern was repeated over time to produce a global pattern (Figure 1B). Using these stimuli, we demonstrated that identifying an auditory pattern at one level of a hierarchical stimulus in one trial facilitates the identification of a pattern if it appears at the same hierarchical level in the following trial (e.g., Justus & List, 2005, Experiment 2), as has been reported with hierarchical levels in vision (Robertson, 1996; Ward, 1982). Specifically, local pattern identification is faster when preceded by local pattern identification (vs. global pattern identification), and global pattern identification is faster when preceded by global pattern identifi-
In studies of harmonic priming, Bigand and Pineau (1997) and Tillmann et al. (1998) described the influence of an immediately preceding chord as local, and the influence of the preceding sequence of chords as global (for still other uses, see, e.g., Dyson & Alain, 2008; Horváth, Czigler, Sussman, & Winkler, 2001). Because the terms have been used in such a varied manner, we emphasize our usage here, which differs from those described above. In our study, local and global refer to two levels of one hierarchical stimulus in one trial.

In the present experiments, we extended our previous findings in which only two temporal scales were probed: 300 and 900 msec. First, we address whether the level-priming results generalize to temporal scales other than those that have been tested. Second, we address whether level priming is due to the selection of absolute or relative temporal scales. Because stimuli were only presented over fixed scales—local and global absolute dimensions did not change—it is undetermined whether level priming was mediated by the priming of absolute or relative temporal scales. In other words, was an absolute temporal scale (e.g., 300 or 900 msec) primed? Or, was the relative hierarchical level (i.e., local or global) primed?

The distinction between absolute and relative temporal information is an important one in auditory perception.
instance, listeners are able to recognize melodies played at a variety of different tempi, or temporal presentation rates, indicating their ability to disregard absolute temporal information when necessary (e.g., Andrews, Dowling, Bartlett, & Halpern, 1998; Warren, Gardner, Brubaker, & Bashford, 1991). However, these studies have also revealed absolute temporal limits to this ability. The lower boundaries were estimated to be on the order of hundreds of milliseconds between tones, and the upper boundaries were estimated to be on the order of seconds between tones (see also Fraisse, 1946, 1963, 1982). Taking another approach, Halpern (1988) asked listeners to imagine melodies and to report the imagined tempo, as well as the fastest and slowest tempi imaginable for the melodies. The participants were able to imagine melodies over varied tempi, revealing relative temporal capabilities, but, again, there were limits, revealing some absolute temporal constraints. These previous studies, as well as the present work, were focused on the invariance of melodic pitch patterns across temporal transformations, as opposed to the invariance of rhythmic patterns across temporal transformations (Handel, 1993; Lewkowicz & Marcovitch, 2006).

In Experiment 1, we aimed to replicate intertrial temporal level priming and to extend it to other (longer) absolute temporal scales. Rather than using a stimulus set in which local and global patterns unfolded over 300 and 900 msec, respectively, referred to hereinafter as the fast–intermediate (FI) stimulus set (Justus & List, 2005; List & Justus, 2007; List, Justus, Robertson, & Bentin, 2007), we instead used a stimulus set in which local and global patterns unfolded over 900 and 2,700 msec, respectively, referred to hereinafter as the intermediate–slow (IS) stimulus set. Experiment 1 was a necessary precedent for Experiment 2, in which we interleaved the two stimulus sets.

In Experiment 2, we aimed to determine whether intertrial temporal level priming operates on the basis of absolute or relative temporal information. By interleaving the IS and FI stimulus sets, we were able to measure temporal level priming in two informative conditions: when the stimulus set repeated between successive trials and when the stimulus set changed between successive trials. When the stimulus set changed, we could determine whether temporal level priming extended across stimulus sets to reveal relative or absolute temporal influences from one trial to the next. When the stimulus set repeated, we could determine whether temporal level priming persisted within each stimulus set in the context of interleaved stimulus sets.

**EXPERIMENT 1**

In Experiment 1, we repeated Experiment 2 from Justus and List (2005), using stimuli unfolding over longer temporal scales than were originally used. Previously, the local and global temporal scales spanned 300 and 900 msec (the FI stimulus set), whereas in this experiment the local and global temporal scales unfolded over 900 and 2,700 msec (the IS stimulus set), respectively. If our previous findings relied on the precise temporal parameters of our stimuli (i.e., showed stimulus specificity), level priming should not extend to other temporal scales.

If our previous findings captured a more general property of auditory temporal processing, level priming should extend to other temporal scales.

**Method**

**Participants**

Sixteen individuals from the Bangor, Wales, community were recruited. For their participation, 8 participants were financially compensated, and 8 participants received course credit. Fourteen reported right-handedness and two reported left-handedness. All reported normal hearing and at least some musical experience (median = 10 years, range = 2–20 years). Their median age was 20 years (range = 18–33 years).

**Stimuli**

Nine complex tones were created with fundamental frequencies ranging from 185 to 467 Hz (F1–A4), each lasting 300 msec. Each tone consisted of the fundamental frequency and the next four harmonics (at 1/8 amplitude), and ramped on and off over 10 msec. The tones corresponded to musical notes, each one whole step away from its neighbors.

The tones were sequentially grouped into triplets (i.e., three-tone sequences) without interstimulus intervals (ISIs), creating four local patterns that differed in pitch contour: rising–rising, rising–falling, falling–rising, and falling–falling (Figure 1B), where rising denotes a transition from a lower to a higher frequency tone and falling denotes the opposite. We use the term local pattern to describe the pitch contour formed by these three adjacent tones, without regard to their absolute frequencies. For example, a falling–rising local pattern could be presented in a low, mid, or high pitch range: [A3–G4–F5], or [A4–G5–F6], respectively.

Global patterns were created by presenting three instances of one local pattern sequentially without ISIs over three possible pitch ranges, resulting in a nine-tone hierarchical stimulus. As with the term local pattern, the term global pattern describes the pitch contour formed by three elements: here, the adjacent local patterns. Global patterns were similarly rising–rising, rising–falling, falling–rising, and falling–falling (Figure 1B). For example, a local falling–rising pattern forming a global rising–rising pattern would be [A3–G4–F5]–[E4–D5–C6]–[A5–G6–F7], as shown in the top right corner of Figure 1B.

Figure 1B illustrates the full stimulus set used in this experiment. In creating the eight stimuli, only two patterns (rising–rising and rising–falling) were crossed with two other patterns (falling–falling and falling–rising). Note that the pattern combinations were never redundant across levels (e.g., a falling–falling local pattern was never combined with a falling–falling global pattern).

Within each hierarchical stimulus in the IS stimulus set, each local pattern spanned 900 msec and the global pattern spanned 2,700 msec. The 900-msec local pattern corresponded to the intermediate absolute temporal scale, and the 2,700-msec global pattern corresponded to the slow absolute temporal scale in the IS stimulus set.

**Procedure**

Each participant was assigned two target patterns: either rising–rising and rising–falling or falling–falling and falling–rising. The two remaining patterns served as distractor patterns. The target patterns were combined with the irrelevant distractor patterns, such that if a target pattern was presented at the local level, a distractor pattern was presented at the global level (or vice versa). For every hierarchical stimulus presented, the participants identified which one of their two target patterns was presented, regardless of its level (a two-alternative forced choice). Note that all of the participants were presented with the entire stimulus set shown in Figure 1B, and the participants’ target assignment determined which pattern was the target or distractor.

Each target pattern had an associated button. The participants responded using the index finger of either the left or the right hand on
each trial and were encouraged to identify, as quickly and as accurately as possible, which of their two target patterns was presented. The participants were evenly assigned to one of four response-mapping groups (left: rising–rising, right: rising–falling; left: rising–falling, right: rising–rising; left: falling–rising, right: falling–falling; or left: falling–falling, right: falling–rising).

Each trial began with a white central visual fixation circle presented on a black background. This served as an alerting signal to the participants that the trial had begun. One 2,700-msec hierarchical auditory stimulus (the nine-tone sequence) was presented after 1,000 msec of fixation. Each trial ended with the participants’ responses or once 2,600 msec elapsed if no response occurred. The silent intertrial intervals lasted 1,500 msec. The auditory stimuli were presented binaurally through Sennheiser HD 280 PRO headphones at ~70 dB SPL.

The participants were presented with four orientation trials: each target alone at each temporal scale. They practiced their response mapping through 16 randomized target-alone presentations. After being informed that their targets would be combined with distractors, they were presented with four hierarchical stimuli. They were then given up to four 16-trial practice blocks (M = 2.0 blocks) to reach at least 14 correct. Four 65-trial experimental blocks followed, separated by brief breaks. Each block had a fixed trial order to ensure balanced transitions between trials (see the Design section below), but block order was counterbalanced across participants.

**Design**

The full factorial design for Experiment 1 was target pattern × distractor pattern × target level × target priming × distractor priming × level priming. The first three variables related to within-trials manipulations (see the Trial types section below), whereas the last three variables related to between-trials manipulations (see the Priming section below).

**Trial types.** One nine-tone hierarchical stimulus was presented in isolation in each trial and can be described by target pattern (same/changing direction) × distractor pattern (same/changing direction) × target level (local/global). Same-direction patterns were rising–rising or falling–falling, and changing–direction patterns were rising–falling or falling–rising. This design notably allows the same stimulus to contribute to different trial types for different participants. For example, performance on a trial presenting a local rising–rising pattern with a global falling–rising pattern would contribute to the local same-direction condition for one participant and to the global changing-direction condition for another participant.

Figure 2 illustrates a sequence of five trials, assuming a target pattern assignment of rising–rising and rising–falling. On each trial, the target pattern is indicated by a dashed circle: same direction (rising–rising) on trials n + 2 and n + 4 and changing direction (rising–falling) on trials n, n + 1, and n + 3. The distractor patterns were same direction (falling–falling) on trials n, n + 1, n + 2, and n + 4 and changing direction (falling–rising) on trial n + 3. The target patterns were presented at the local level on trials n, n + 2, and n + 3 and at the global level on trials n + 1 and n + 4. Note that although the second local pattern is circled on local target trials, the participants could identify the local target pattern during any or all of its three instantiations within a trial (just as a local visual target might be identified from any of its many instantiations; see Figure 1A).

**Priming.** When the trial types are presented in succession, three priming factors emerge: target priming (target pattern: repeated/changed), distractor priming (distractor pattern: repeated/changed), and level priming (target level: repeated/changed). Each of the eight trial types was immediately preceded equally often by each of the eight trial types, resulting in 64 transitions. Because the first trial was not subject to priming, 65 trials were required for each block.

Figure 2 also illustrates four intertrial transitions. Target priming was categorized as repeated for trial n + 1 and changed for trials n + 2, n + 3, and n + 4. Distractor priming was categorized as repeated for trials n + 1 and n + 2 and as changed for trials n + 3 and n + 4. Level priming was categorized as repeated for trial n + 3 and as changed for trials n + 1, n + 2, and n + 4.

**Analysis**

The hypotheses of Experiment 1 depended critically on only three of the manipulated factors: level, target priming, and level priming. Therefore, the analyses conducted were restricted to these variables and collapsed over all others. Each participant was presented with 32 observations from each of the eight relevant cells.

In addition to repeated measures ANOVAs, specific attention was paid to the target priming and level priming conditions. Repeated-minus-changed-level paired comparisons were carried out separately for repeated and changed targets. Such analyses reveal whether apparent level-priming effects are being driven only by target repeti-

---

**Experiment 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial n</th>
<th>Trial n+1</th>
<th>Trial n+2</th>
<th>Trial n+3</th>
<th>Trial n+4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Target Pattern" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Target Pattern" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Target Pattern" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Target Pattern" /></td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Target Pattern" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Distractor Pattern" /></td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Distractor Pattern" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Distractor Pattern" /></td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Distractor Pattern" /></td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="Distractor Pattern" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image11" alt="Target Level" /></td>
<td><img src="image12" alt="Target Level" /></td>
<td><img src="image13" alt="Target Level" /></td>
<td><img src="image14" alt="Target Level" /></td>
<td><img src="image15" alt="Target Level" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image16" alt="Target Priming" /></td>
<td><img src="image17" alt="Target Priming" /></td>
<td><img src="image18" alt="Target Priming" /></td>
<td><img src="image19" alt="Target Priming" /></td>
<td><img src="image20" alt="Target Priming" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image21" alt="Distractor Priming" /></td>
<td><img src="image22" alt="Distractor Priming" /></td>
<td><img src="image23" alt="Distractor Priming" /></td>
<td><img src="image24" alt="Distractor Priming" /></td>
<td><img src="image25" alt="Distractor Priming" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image26" alt="Level Priming" /></td>
<td><img src="image27" alt="Level Priming" /></td>
<td><img src="image28" alt="Level Priming" /></td>
<td><img src="image29" alt="Level Priming" /></td>
<td><img src="image30" alt="Level Priming" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2](image31)

Figure 2. Five trials are shown. Within each trial, one hierarchical stimulus (a sequence of nine 300-msec tones) was presented. One local three-tone pattern was presented three times sequentially to create the global pattern. Assuming a target assignment of rising–falling (R–F) and rising–rising (R–R) patterns, the dotted lines identify the target on each trial. The target pattern, distractor pattern, target level, target priming, distractor priming, and level priming variables are identified for each trial. The distractor patterns were either falling–falling (F–F) or falling–rising (F–R).
If a repeated-level advantage is only found for repeated targets, this is instead referred to as repetition priming. True level priming is supported when a repeated-level advantage is found for both repeated and changed targets.

Within-subjects effect sizes are reported as partial eta squared ($\eta^2_p$) for the ANOVAs and as Cohen’s $d$ for $t$ tests, calculated as $\eta^2_p = \text{sum of squares}_{\text{effect}}/(\text{sum of squares}_{\text{effect}} + \text{sum of squares}_{\text{error}})$ and $d = \text{difference score}/\text{SD}_{\text{difference score}}$.

### Results

Mean errors and response times (RTs) relative to stimulus onset were analyzed. For the RT analyses, errors ($M = 3.7\%$, range = 0.8%–10.9%) or trials without a response ($M = 0.05\%$) and all trials immediately following those trials ($M = 3.5\%$) were excluded. For each block, the first trial was discarded because it was not subject to priming. Furthermore, only those RTs within 3 $SD$ of each participant’s mean RT were included ($M = 4.9\%$ exclusion). Analyses with $p > .10$ are not reported, except for main effects and planned comparisons (conducted with two-tailed $t$ tests). The direction of RT and error effects was the same, unless indicated otherwise.

A repeated measures ANOVA with level (local/global), level priming (repeated/changed), and target priming (repeated/changed) as factors was performed. Main effects of level [$F(1,15) = 15.7, p = .001, \eta^2_p = .51$; errors, $F < 1$] and level priming [$F(1,15) = 53.2, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .78$; errors, $F(1,15) = 5.4, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .26$] were present. The targets were responded to more quickly at the local than at the global level (by 405 msec), and repeated-level targets were responded to faster and more accurately than changed-level targets (by 203 msec and 1.4%). Target priming revealed a trend for changed-target responses to be slowed relative to repeated-target responses (by 55 msec) [$F(1,15) = 3.0, p = .10, \eta^2_p = .17$; errors, $F < 1$].

All higher order interactions were reliable for RTs (Figure 3). The $2 \times 2$ interactions are described first, with the relevant paired comparisons. The interaction between level and level priming [$F(1,15) = 8.1, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .35$] revealed that level priming was greater for local targets (293 msec) [$t(15) = 5.6, p < .001, d = 1.40$] than for global targets (109 msec) [$t(15) = 3.7, p < .005, d = 0.92$]. The interaction between level and target priming [$F(1,15) = 5.9, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .28$] showed that local targets benefited from target repetition relative to change (121 msec) [$t(15) = 2.5, p < .05, d = 0.62$], whereas global targets were unaffected by target repetition or change ($|t| < 1$). The interaction between level priming and target priming [$F(1,15) = 11.0, p = .005, \eta^2_p = .42$] revealed that level priming was greater for repeated targets (273 msec) [$t(15) = 7.6, p < .001, d = 1.88$] than for changed targets (136 msec) [$t(15) = 4.4, p = .001, d = 1.11$].

The three-way interaction was reliable [$F(1,15) = 5.4, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .26$]. Two follow-up ANOVAs were conducted; for each level, a level priming × target priming analysis was performed. For local (intermediate) targets, level priming was greater for repeated than for changed targets [$F(1,15) = 14.2, p < .01, \eta^2_p = .49$]. The paired comparisons for local targets revealed that repeated-level target priming was 404 msec [$t(15) = 5.8, p < .001, d = 1.44$]; for changed-target level priming, it was 184 msec [$t(15) = 3.8, p < .005, d = 0.95$]. However, for global (slow) targets, level priming was similar regardless of whether the target repeated or changed ($F < 1$).

![Figure 3](image.png)

Figure 3. Experiment 1 results, in which the intermediate–slow stimulus set was used. Mean response times (RTs; bars) and error rates (points) are shown for the factors target priming, level, and level priming; error bars represent mean standard errors (SEs). Level priming (repeated- < changed-level RTs) was present in all conditions.
The paired comparisons for global targets revealed that repeated-target level priming was 130 msec \(t(15) = 3.9, \ p = .001, \ d = 0.98\), and changed-target level priming was 92 msec \(t(15) = 2.1, \ p = .054, \ d = 0.52\).

In summary, RT level priming was present, regardless of level (global or local) or target repetition (repeated or changed target) with the new stimulus set. Furthermore, local targets derived an additional RT advantage from target repetition.

In the error analyses, only two interactions reached significance: level \(\times\) level priming \(F(1,15) = 10.7, \ p = .005, \ \eta^2_g = .42\) and level priming \(\times\) target priming \(F(1,15) = 9.7, \ p < .01, \ \eta^2_g = .39\). All other interactions revealed \(F < 1.2\) (n.s.). Level priming was found only for targets at the local (intermediate) scale (2.9%) \(t(15) = 3.5, \ p < .005, \ d = 0.88\); global (slow) scale, \(|r| < 1\) or for repeated targets (3.3%) \(t(15) = 3.3, \ p = .005, \ d = 0.80\); changed targets, \(|r| < 1\). The pattern of errors was generally consistent with the RT data, although these data should be interpreted cautiously, because error rates were low \((M = 3.7\%)\).

**Discussion**

Using only the IS stimulus set, in which local patterns spanned 900 msec and global patterns spanned 2,700 msec, true level priming (i.e., whether target patterns changed or repeated) was found for both the local and global levels. The results indicate that priming of temporal scales is not limited to the temporal scales of 300 and 900 msec probed by the FI stimulus set, which was shown in Justus and List (2005). One difference was found between the FI and IS stimulus sets: With the IS stimulus set, RTs for global targets were slower than for local targets, whereas with the FI stimulus set, no RT difference was found for level. This is likely because, with the IS stimulus set, the participants could not differentiate between global target patterns until at least 1,800 msec after stimulus onset, whereas with the FI stimulus set, they could do so after 600 msec. Despite the main effect of level in RTs, the participants still revealed RT advantages for repeated-level relative to changed-level conditions for both global and local targets.

Experiment 1 showed that temporal level priming generalizes to previously unexamined absolute temporal scales. Experiment 1 did not disambiguate the role of absolute and relative temporal information in level priming. Because local patterns always spanned 900 msec and global patterns always spanned 2,700 msec, it remains undetermined whether level-priming was due to priming of the absolute temporal scale (i.e., 900 or 2,700 msec) or to the relative level (i.e., local or global, independent of absolute characteristics). Experiment 2 was therefore run to determine whether absolute or relative temporal information predominates in producing auditory level priming.

**EXPERIMENT 2**

To disentangle the contributions of absolute and relative temporal information in auditory level priming, we adopted the clever design of Kim, Ivry, and Robertson (1999), who addressed the question of whether visual level priming operates on the basis of absolute or relative size. To do so, they used two differently sized sets of visual local–global stimuli. The local form in the larger stimulus set spanned the same visual angle as the global form in the smaller stimulus set (Figure 4A). One hypothesis predicted that absolute size priming would occur (e.g., a global target from the small stimulus set would be facilitated when following an equally sized local target from the large stimulus set relative to when it followed a global target from the large stimulus set). Another hypothesis predicted that relative size priming would occur (e.g., a global target from the small stimulus set would be facilitated when following a global target from the large stimulus set relative to when it followed an equally sized local target from the large stimulus set). Kim et al. found evidence for both hypotheses. Target size repetition and level repetition reduced RTs. The novel result was that there was visual level priming, regardless of whether the absolute size repeated. Despite overall absolute size changes, the participants benefited from responding to sequential targets at similar levels of structure, demonstrating that visual level priming can operate relatively. Their findings illustrate a form of size invariance in the perception of visual hierarchical objects.

Similarly, we adopted the use of two auditory stimulus sets (IS and FI) in which local and global levels spanned different absolute temporal scales. Depending on the stimulus set, local patterns spanned either 300 or 900 msec, and global patterns spanned either 900 or 2,700 msec; the stimuli from the IS stimulus set were three times slower than the stimuli from the FI stimulus set (Figure 4B). We could thereby test whether temporal level priming persisted within each stimulus set in the context of interleaved stimulus sets and whether temporal level priming extended across the stimulus sets to reveal relative or absolute temporal priming. For the latter question, two predictions are as follows. First, if absolute properties of the stimuli underlie priming of temporal scales, targets should be facilitated when presented over the same absolute temporal scale as the target in the previous trial when the stimulus set changes. For instance (as is shown in trials \(n\) and \(n+1\), Figure 4B), identification of a global 900-msec target pattern from the FI stimulus set should be facilitated following a local 900-msec target from the IS stimulus set. Second, if relative properties of the stimuli underlie priming of temporal scales, level repetition should be facilitated when the stimulus set changes. For instance (as is shown in trials \(n+2\) and \(n+3\), Figure 4B), a local 900-msec target pattern from the IS stimulus set should be facilitated following a local 300-msec target from the FI stimulus set. By design, responses to changed-set targets at the intermediate temporal scale (900-msec patterns) have the potential to differentiate between these two possibilities.

**Method**

All methodological details were the same as those in Experiment 1 unless otherwise indicated.

**Participants**

Sixteen University of California, Berkeley, research participation pool volunteers provided informed consent and were awarded course
and 100 msec in the FI stimulus set. Consequently, the nine-tone stimulus duration was either 2,700 msec in the IS stimulus set or 900 msec in the FI stimulus set. As in Experiment 1, stimuli from the IS stimulus set had local and global temporal scales unfolding over 300 and 900 msec, respectively. As in Justus and List (2005, Experiment 2), stimuli from the FI stimulus set had local and global temporal scales unfolding over 300 and 900 msec, respectively. Whether from the IS or FI stimulus set, the relatively slower credit for their participation. All reported right-handedness, normal hearing, and at least some musical experience (median = 10 years, range = 3–25 years). Their median age was 20 years (range = 18–55 years).

Stimuli

Two sets of stimuli were interleaved. The only difference between stimulus sets was the tone duration: 300 msec in the IS stimulus set and 100 msec in the FI stimulus set. Consequently, the nine-tone stimulus duration was either 2,700 msec in the IS stimulus set or 900 msec in the FI stimulus set. As in Experiment 1, stimuli from the IS stimulus set had local and global temporal scales unfolding over 300 and 900 msec, respectively. As in Justus and List (2005, Experiment 2), stimuli from the FI stimulus set had local and global temporal scales unfolding over 300 and 900 msec, respectively. Whether from the IS or FI stimulus set, the relatively slower
of the two temporal scales (slow in IS and intermediate in FI) were deemed global, and the relatively faster of the two temporal scales (intermediate in IS and fast in FI) were deemed local. Note that the 900-msec patterns were local in the IS set, but global in the FI set. See Figure 4B for five illustrative trials. The auditory stimulus set manipulation is akin to the visual size manipulation Kim et al. (1999) used (compare Figure 4A and B).

Procedure

The task and response mappings were the same as those in Experiment 1. The participants were assigned two target patterns to identify as quickly and as accurately as possible by pressing one of two buttons, regardless of their level (local or global). In Experiment 2, there was an added requirement to make this identification regardless of the stimulus set.

Each trial began with 1,000 msec of visual fixation before one hierarchical auditory stimulus was presented. If the stimulus was from the FI stimulus set, 900 msec elapsed, whereas if the stimulus was from the IS stimulus set, 2,700 msec elapsed. Each trial ended with the participants’ responses or once 2,600 msec elapsed if no response occurred. As before, 1,500-msec ITIs elapsed between trials. Auditory stimuli were presented binaurally through Sennheiser EH 2200 headphones at ~70 dB SPL.

The participants were presented with six orientation trials: each target alone at each of the three absolute temporal scales (300, 900, and 2,700 msec). They practiced their response mapping through 18 randomized target-alone presentations. After being informed that their targets would be combined with distractors, they were presented with six hierarchical stimuli. They were then given up to six 16-trial practice blocks (M = 2.9 blocks) to reach at least 14 trials correct. Four 65-trial experimental blocks followed, separated by brief breaks.

Design

The full factorial design was target pattern × distractor pattern × target level × set × target priming × distractor priming × level priming × set priming. The first four variables relate to within-trials manipulations (see the Trial types section below), whereas the last four variables relate to between-trials manipulations (see the Priming section below).

Trial types

The stimuli can be categorized into a four-factor trial type design (collapsing over counterbalanced target pattern assignments): target pattern (same/changing direction) × distractor pattern (same/changing direction) × target level (local/global) × stimulus set (FI/IS).

Figure 4B also illustrates these factors, again assuming a target pattern assignment of rising–rising and rising–falling. Same-direction (rising–rising) target patterns are shown on trials n + 2 and n + 4, and changing-direction (rising–falling) target patterns are shown on trials n, n + 1, and n + 3. Same-direction (falling–falling) distractor patterns are shown on trials n, n + 1, n + 2, and n + 4, and a changing-direction (falling–rising) distractor pattern is shown on trial n + 3. The target patterns are shown at the local level on trials n, n + 2, and n + 3 and at the global level on trials n + 1 and n + 4. Trials n, n + 3, and n + 4 show stimuli from the IS stimulus set, whereas trials n + 1 and n + 2 show stimuli from the FI stimulus set.

Because of the set manipulation, each pattern could not be presented equally often at each of the three absolute temporal scales. A ratio of presentation for fast:intermediate:slow of 1:2:1 was used (compare Figure 4A and B).

Priming

When the trial types are presented in succession, four priming factors emerge: target priming (target pattern: repeated/changed), distractor priming (distractor pattern: repeated/changed), level priming (target level: repeated/changed), and set priming (set: repeated/changed). Figure 4B also illustrates these four intertrial transition variables. In trial n + 1, the target pattern repeats, and in the remaining trials it changes. In trials n + 1 and n + 2, the distractor pattern remains, and in the remaining trials it changes. In trial n + 3, the target level repeats, and in the remaining trials it changes. The stimulus set repeats in trials n + 2 and n + 4 and changes in trials n + 1 and n + 3.

In this experiment, distractor and distractor priming were omitted from the within-blocks factorial combination (unlike in Experiment 1), because their inclusion would have required 257 trials/block. However, the likelihood of each distractor pattern and whether the distractor was repeated or changed was equated within each 65-trial block.

Analyses

Two analyses were carried out to address our hypotheses. In the first analysis, we addressed the contributions of relative and absolute temporal information in level priming. To do so, we examined only the subset of trials in which the stimulus set changed between successive trials (i.e., IS to FI or FI to IS) and targets were presented at the intermediate scale (i.e., 900 msec). In the second set of analyses, we examined trials in which the stimulus set repeated between successive trials (i.e., IS to IS or FI to FI) to determine whether level priming persisted within sets, despite the interleaved context.

In the first analysis (see the Relative Versus Absolute Priming section below), the contributions of relative and absolute temporal information in level priming were addressed by examining the intermediate-changed-set trials (Figure 5A). The intermediate target trials were matched across sets for both the proportion of presentation (recall the 1:2:1 fast:intermediate:slow target ratios) and their 900-msec duration. As was previously discussed, by examining changed-set trials, we could probe absolute and relative influences. The critical analyses again involved the level priming and target priming conditions and the related paired comparisons.

Each participant was presented with 16 observations per condition in this analysis. By design, a repeated absolute temporal scale (i.e., consecutive targets at 900 msec) corresponds to the changed-level condition, and a changed absolute temporal scale (i.e., a 900-msec target following a 300- or 2,700-msec target) corresponds to the repeated-level condition. Therefore, faster repeated-level RTs than changed-level RTs would indicate a greater influence of absolute versus relative temporal priming. Conversely, faster changed-level RTs than repeated-level RTs would indicate a greater influence of absolute versus relative temporal priming. Furthermore, whether relative or absolute temporal priming occurs, it should occur for both repeated and changed targets.

Figure 5A presents a schematic depiction of the conditions and their constituent trials entered into the first analysis. Specifically, the analysis examined the following trials: intermediate-temporal-scale targets presented either in the IS stimulus set, following a fast-temporal-scale target from the FI stimulus set (i.e., was local in both cases), or in the FI stimulus set, following a slow-temporal-scale target from the IS stimulus set (i.e., was global in both cases; Figure 5A, bottom row). These are the repeated-level (changed absolute) trials, and they were compared with the changed-level (repeated absolute) trials. The latter trials comprised intermediate-temporal-scale targets presented either over 900 msec in the IS stimulus set, following a 900-msec intermediate-temporal-scale target from the FI stimulus set, or over 900 msec in the FI stimulus set, following a 900-msec intermediate-temporal-scale target from the IS stimulus set (Figure 5A, top row).

In addition, a second set of analyses was carried out on repeated-set trials to determine whether temporal level priming persisted within the IS and FI stimulus sets in the interleaved context (see the Repeated-Set Level Priming section below). For each stimulus set, a level priming × target priming ANOVA was performed on repeated-set trials to evaluate level priming for both changed and repeated targets. If present, level priming would converge with previous experiments’ results in which the stimulus set was uniform within a session. Each participant was presented with 16 observations per cell in these analyses.
### Figure 5. Intermediate (900-msec) changed-set trials from Experiment 2.

In panel A, the trials contributing to the intermediate changed-set analyses are depicted schematically. Target (T) patterns and distractor (D) patterns are shown for the relevant trial transitions. Because each participant was assigned two target patterns, these are denoted as T₁ and T₂. In panel B, the results from the intermediate changed-set trials are shown for absolute versus relative level priming. Mean response times (RTs; bars) and error rates (points) are shown for the factors target priming and level priming; error bars represent mean standard errors (SEs).
Results

Mean errors and RTs relative to stimulus onset were analyzed. For RT analyses, errors (M = 7.6%, range = 0.0%–18.1%) or trials without a response (M = 0.2%) and all trials immediately following those trials (M = 6.8%) were excluded. For each block, the first trial was discarded because it was not subject to priming. Furthermore, only those RTs within 3 SDs of each participant’s mean RT for that stimulus set were included (MFI-set = 0.5%, MIS-set = 2.2% exclusion). Analyses with ps > .10 are not reported, except for main effects and planned comparisons (conducted with two-tailed t-tests). The direction of RT and error effects was the same unless indicated otherwise.

Relative Versus Absolute Priming

To determine whether absolute or relative temporal changed-set trials was present, we analyzed only immediate changed-set trials. The trials in which targets were presented over the intermediate temporal scale and when the stimulus set changed were submitted to a level priming \times target priming ANOVA, as well as level priming paired comparisons for repeated and changed targets (Figure 5B).

Both main effects were reliable: Repeated-level RTs were 133 msec faster than changed-level RTs \[F(1,15) = 12.7, p < .01, \eta_p^2 = .46; \text{errors, } F < 1\], and performance was better for changed targets than for repeated targets [RTs were 93 msec faster, \(F(1,15) = 6.7, p < .05, \eta_p^2 = .31; \text{errors were fewer by } 3.4\%\), \(F(1,15) = 3.8, p = .07, \eta_p^2 = .20\). No interaction was present (\(F < 1\)): Level priming was present regardless of target repetition \{for repeated targets, 124 msec, \(t(15) = 2.7, p < .05, d = 0.68; \text{errors, } |t| < 1\}; and for changed targets, 141 msec, \(t(15) = 2.6, p < .05, d = 0.66; \text{errors, n.s.}\].

Critically, the level priming found in the intermediate changed-set trials revealed that repeated level, not repeated absolute temporal scale, speeded RTs. (Recall the correspondence between the repeated-level and changed-absolute-scale conditions and between the changed-level and repeated-absolute-scale conditions.) Because a repeated-level benefit was present whether or not the targets repeated, evidence for true relative temporal priming was found.

Repeated-Set Level Priming

To determine whether level priming for repeated temporal scales persisted in the context of interleaved stimulus sets, level priming was evaluated within stimulus sets (i.e., only for repeated-set trials). For the FI and IS stimulus sets, separate repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted for target priming \times level \times level priming (Figure 6), as in Experiment 1.

**FI-set level priming.** In the FI stimulus set (previously used in, e.g., Justus & List, 2005), a main effect of level priming occurred (repeated < changed: 93 msec) \[F(1,15) = 11.6, p < .005, \eta_p^2 = .44; \text{errors, } F(1,15) = 6.3, p < .05, \eta_p^2 = .30\]. A trend for a main effect of level was present in RTs (global < local: 104 msec) \[F(1,15) = 3.3, p = .09, \eta_p^2 = .18\] and reached significance in errors (global < local: 8.1%) \[F(1,15) = 4.5, p = .05, \eta_p^2 = .23\]. See Figure 6A.

In the FI stimulus set, target priming interacted with level \[F(1,15) = 5.6, p < .05, \eta_p^2 = .27\]: Repeated-target RTs did not vary by level (\(|t| < 1\), whereas global changed-target RTs were faster than local changed-target RTs by 171 msec \([t(15) = 3.4, p < .05, d = 0.59]\). A trend for target priming to interact with level priming was also found in RTs \[F(1,15) = 3.4, p = .09, \eta_p^2 = .18\]. When the target changed, no level priming was observed in RTs (\(|t| < 1\), whereas when the target repeated, level repetition speeded RTs by 182 msec \([t(15) = 2.8, p < .05, d = 0.69]\). All other RT and error effects had Fs < 1.

**IS-set level priming.** For repeated IS stimulus set trials (as in Experiment 1), level priming was not reliable (in RTs, repeated < changed: 62 msec) \[F(1,15) = 2.9, p = .11, \eta_p^2 = .16; \text{errors, } F = 1\]. A main effect of level was found (global < local: 65 msec) \[F(1,15) = 13.1, p < .01, \eta_p^2 = .47; \text{errors, } F(1,15) = 3.7, p = .08, \eta_p^2 = .20\]. The level effect is opposite that found in Experiment 1; here, performance was better for global than for local targets. See Figure 6B.

Target priming interacted with level priming only in the error analysis \[F(1,15) = 7.3, p < .05, \eta_p^2 = .33\]. When the target changed, reversed level priming was present as a trend in errors (repeated > changed: 2.8%) \([t(15) = 1.8, p = .10, d = 0.44]\). However, when the target repeated, accuracy was equivalent across conditions (\(|t| < 1\) (Figure 6B). The participants sacrificed accuracy when the target changed and the level reversed. To determine whether true level priming was present, we examined level priming for repeated and changed targets. Only a trend for repeated-target level priming was found (119 msec) \([t(15) = 1.9, p = .07, d = 0.49]; \text{changed-target level priming: } |t| < 1\). No other RT or error effects reached the reporting criterion.

When the FI and IS stimulus sets were interleaved and the overall stimulus duration could vary trial to trial, the previously demonstrated true temporal level priming in both the FI and IS stimulus sets was eliminated. Level priming was observed for neither stimulus set. For the FI stimulus set, repetition priming (level priming only for repeated targets) was observed for repeated-set transitions (Figure 6A). For the IS stimulus set, only weak repetition priming was observed. In Experiment 1 and in previous experiments (e.g., Justus & List, 2005, Experiment 2), when either stimulus set was presented in isolation, both benefited from level repetition, whether targets repeated or changed. This divergence in results is likely due to the new context (i.e., the interleaved presentation of multiple stimulus sets) and only weakly revealed repetition priming for repeated-set transitions.

Discussion

In Experiment 2, we used auditory hierarchical stimuli in a priming design. Unlike previous studies in which one stimulus set was employed, by introducing two sets of stimuli that varied in absolute time, we pitted the contributions of absolute and relative temporal information against each other.

Responses to 900-msec intermediate targets from changed-set trials (i.e., FI followed by IS or IS followed by FI) revealed that relative level priming occurred: Re-
level and because relative and absolute priming were pitted against one another in these conditions, we conclude that relative level priming was greater in magnitude than any absolute priming. Therefore, the observed level priming was predominantly carried by relative temporal information in changed-set contexts.

As was previously noted, the design of Experiment 2 was based on that used by Kim et al. (1999). A direct

Figure 6. Experiment 2 results from repeated-set trials for the fast–intermediate (FI) stimulus set (A) and intermediate–slow (IS) stimulus set (B). For each set, mean response times (RTs; bars) and error rates (points) are shown for the factors target priming, level, and level priming; error bars represent mean standard errors (SEs).
comparison between their visual and our auditory results cannot be made, because identical analyses were not conducted. However, the RT means from their intermediate changed-set trials from their Experiments 1A, 1B, and 2, although collapsed over the target priming factor, do indicate that relative level repetition was speeded compared with relative level change. Their visual results are consistent with the auditory results that we report here: Both findings support the presence of relative level priming. Such scale-invariant priming may enable continuous object selection or expectancy generation in changing environments in both modalities.

We also examined whether intertrial temporal level priming persisted for repeated-set trials (i.e., FI followed by FI or IS followed by IS) when we interleaved the FI and IS stimulus sets. Surprisingly, true level priming (for both repeated and changed targets) was eliminated within each stimulus set. Only repetition-priming (i.e., level priming for repeated targets) persisted within the interleaved context for repeated-stimulus-set trials, and only weakly so for the IS set. Note that level priming for repeated and changed targets has been shown in each of these stimulus sets when presented in isolation (for the IS stimulus set in Experiment 1 and for the FI stimulus set in Experiment 2 of Justus & List, 2005). The lack of true level priming only occurred in the context of interleaved stimulus sets. In summary, Experiment 2 revealed that in the presence of duration-varying events, relative information guides selection when event durations change, whereas absolute (pattern and duration) information guides selection when event durations repeat.

**GENERAL DISCUSSION**

Given the central role of time in auditory perception, it is important to understand how directing attention to various scales of this dimension affects subsequent processing. In the present experiments, we have made use of a priming measure that establishes that attending and responding to patterns emerging over a given temporal scale will facilitate processing of subsequent patterns over that same temporal scale as compared with those presented over a different temporal scale. We have here shown that our previous findings were not limited to patterns extending over 300 or 900 msec; level priming also extends to patterns emerging over 2,700 msec. Although we have only tested it under laboratory conditions, this priming mechanism might generally assist perceivers in anticipating and rapidly responding to future events that are related to (i.e., emerging over the same temporal scales as) present relevant events.

Furthermore, we have addressed whether temporal level priming occurs on the basis of perceivers attending to the absolute or to the relative temporal characteristics of the hierarchical stimuli. In other words, was previously found temporal level priming due to attending to the 300-msec pattern after a 300-msec target? Or was priming due to attending to the relatively fast pattern after a relatively fast target? To disentangle these questions, we presented interleaved stimulus sets spanning either 900 msec (3 × 300-msec patterns) or 2,700 msec (3 × 900-msec patterns). When stimulus set changed, there was only evidence for relative temporal level priming: For IS (local/900 msec and global/2,700 msec) followed by FI (local/300 msec and global/900 msec) targets, or vice versa, performance was best for relatively fast targets after relatively fast targets or for relatively slow targets after relatively slow targets. However, when stimulus set repeated, only repetition priming was present (facilitation for repeated target pattern and repeated temporal scale). This highlights flexibility in the perceptual system: When confronted with a changing environment, perceivers make use of relative information to guide subsequent selection.

**Hierarchically Structured Stimuli**

As was previously noted, the use of hierarchical stimuli in studies of temporal level priming enables the researcher to examine the effects of selective attention. Significant auditory events in everyday life, such as speech and music, have highly complex spectrotemporal profiles. Although the hierarchical stimuli that we used were not equivalently complex, they did contain multiple levels of information. Hierarchical stimuli have the benefit of challenging the perceivers to select relevant information, as is often necessary in real-world environments. In addition, by using hierarchical stimuli and examining how attention is allocated from one trial to the next, we have revealed that expectancies are created on the basis of the stimulus structure. Performance enhancements for discrimination, memory, and production of structured auditory sequences that have been previously reported (e.g., Boltz, 1998; Johnston & Jones, 2006; Jones, Boltz, & Kidd, 1982; C. Palmer & Krumhansl, 1990; Povel, 1981; Sturges & Martin, 1974) may benefit in part from the type of expectancy generation found here.

**Relational Invariance**

The present findings are relevant to the broadly studied topic of relational invariance. Relational invariance describes a situation in which properties of a representation (e.g., object, event, or sequence) can be uniformly altered without disrupting the representation's identity. For instance, in vision, an object might be translated or rotated in space, yet it retains its shape and identity. Any viable theory of visual object recognition must account for invariance (see S. E. Palmer, 1999, for a discussion). In motor control, relational invariance has been studied in—among other areas—locomotion, typing, and handwriting. Researchers have asked whether people walk, type, and write consistently, regardless of the speed or scale of the movements. Here, the answer remains controversial; researchers have argued for both sides of the issue (e.g., Fraisse, 1946; Gentner, 1982, 1987; Living & Terzuolo, 1980).

In audition, as in vision, demonstrations of relational invariance have been less contentious. For instance, researchers have shown preservation of melodic phrase recognition despite frequency transpositions (e.g., Atteave & Olson, 1971; Bartlett & Dowling, 1980; Cuddy & Cohen, 1976; Dowling & Fujitani, 1971; Halpern, Bartlett, & Dowling, 1995). As was discussed in the intro-
duction, other studies have revealed melodic invariance over tempo changes (e.g., Andrews et al., 1998; Halpern, 1988; Warren et al., 1991). Pattern stability over varying frequencies or time has also been demonstrated in infants (e.g., Morrone, 1984; Trainor & Trehub, 1992). Generalization of patterns over varied frequencies has even been shown to occur without awareness, as has been shown in electrophysiological mismatch negativity studies (e.g., Paavilainen, Jaramillo, Näätänen, & Winkler, 1999; van Zuijen, Sussman, Winkler, Näätänen, & Tervaniemi, 2004, 2005). Presumably, this ability to extract consistent stimulus patterns, while disregarding other stimulus changes, enables object recognition under varied environmental conditions (for more on auditory objects, see Griffiths & Warren, 2004).

In the present experiments, we contribute to this body of evidence in the area of relational invariance for pitch pattern recognition over temporal manipulations. One form of evidence was from Experiment 1 and previous studies (Justus & List, 2005; List & Justus, 2007): Participants were able to recognize the patterns assigned to them whether presented in the local or global form. This demonstrates their ability to abstract relative pitch relationships (contours) over differing temporal and absolute pitch scales from the hierarchical stimuli. Experiment 1 extended our previous findings by revealing that these same patterns were recognizable to participants over an absolute temporal scale different from what had previously been tested: 2,700 msec. The ability to extract an abstract pattern at either the local or global level from hierarchically structured stimuli is evidence for relative capabilities within a single event and complements the previous tempo and pitch invariance studies described above.

The second form of evidence from the present study is the demonstration of relative influences between successive events through our priming results. In Experiment 2, when absolute temporal information changed, performance was modulated by relative temporal information: Temporal level priming occurred, despite changes in the absolute temporal dimensions of the stimuli. This is an important addition to research on relational invariance: Relative temporal information is used not only in identifying a given event, but it can also affect subsequent processing.

One final point bears mentioning. We do not argue that perceivers are unaware of the absolute variations in the stimuli, but rather argue that the pattern is recognized in various forms. Our investigations were designed to explore whether absolute or relative information underlies temporal level priming when the task requires perceivers to discriminate patterns regardless of their absolute temporal parameters. Under these conditions, unless repetition priming occurred, we found compelling evidence in favor of relative temporal biases beyond any absolute temporal influences. Other researchers, however, have demonstrated the use of stable absolute auditory representations (e.g., Honing, 2006; Levitin, 1994; Levitin & Cook, 1996). Although potentially contradictory, the relative and absolute accounts are easily reconciled when the types of experimental designs or stimuli used are examined. In studies in which pitch and tempo invariance are explored, participants are required to identify sequences, or changes in sequences, despite manipulations in pitch or tempo. Notably, participants are necessarily exposed to stimuli varying in those dimensions. In studies in which absolute capabilities are explored, researchers typically use stimuli that tend to have a unique pitch and temporal instantiation (as in pop melodies) or use a task that critically depends on the use of absolute information. It is therefore not surprising that evidence for both relative and absolute capabilities exists. The various results do, however, underscore the great flexibility available to us: We adjust on the basis of current environmental demands, whether absolute or relative.
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NOTES

1. When presented alone (i.e., not in hierarchical form), the 900-msec intermediate target patterns were composed of a sequence of three 100-msec tones (10-msec ramps on and off), with 200-msec ISIs between tones. The 2,700-msec slow target patterns were composed of a sequence of three 300-msec tones (10-msec ramps on and off), with 600-msec ISIs. The four possible target patterns were created using the tones F₄, C₄, and F₄.

2. Given that each target pattern was assigned to a response, the effects of target and target priming can be equally attributed to effects of response and response priming, respectively.

3. In previous studies (Justus & List, 2005; List & Justus, 2007; List et al., 2007), the slow temporal window spanned 900 msec, whereas in the present study, the 900-msec temporal window corresponds to the intermediate temporal scale.

4. When presented alone (i.e., not in hierarchical form), the 300-msec fast target patterns were composed of a sequence of three 100-msec tones (10-msec ramps on and off), without ISIs. The four possible target patterns were chosen from C₄, D₄, and E₄ to form any of the four possible target patterns. The 900-msec intermediate target patterns were composed of a sequence of three 100-msec tones (10-msec ramps on and off), with 200-msec ISIs between tones. The tones were chosen from F₃, C₄, and F₄ to form any of the four possible target patterns. The 2,700-msec slow target patterns were composed of a sequence of three 300-msec tones (10-msec ramps on and off), with 600-msec ISIs. The tones were chosen from F₄, C₄, and F₄ to form any of the four possible target patterns.

5. If, instead, an overall fast:intermediate:slow ratio of 1:1:1 had been adopted, on any given trial from the IS set, the local:global ratio would have been 2:1, and from the FI set, the local:global ratio would have been 1:2, which was undesirable.

6. Because they found no interactions with target priming, their results were collapsed over that factor. In the auditory studies, we examined this factor separately to dissociate repetition from level priming.
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